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Save Our Shop

Jas and Sukh will not be able to continue running our
S adly
Village Shop.

We need to find a new way forward. To do this we need to have
a thriving local shop showing a sustainable working profit.
The pandemic has impacted our shopping habits. In the spring
the Shop did well. The staff continued to stock and run the Shop
whilst keeping us safe. Many people benefitted from ordering by
phone and then having their groceries collected by friends and
helpers.
As time went by, and we all became accustomed to the new way
of living, households began to rely more on just one weekly trip
to a supermarket or on internet shopping with regular delivery
slots.
* At the same time the income and profitability of our
Village Shop began to decline*
As we now look forward to a ‘new normal’ it is time to remember
how important our Shop is to all of us - and the Village as a
whole.

Please send any
article submissions
to our mAGpie
email address:
mAGpie.inbox@gmail.com
Articles for issue number
131 must be submitted by
the 10th January 2021

~ Our village shop is in a precarious position!
~ To save our Village Shop we need to use it more!
~ It’s that simple!
S O S Save Our Shop S O S Save our Shop S O S
Copy deadline for next issue: 10th January 2021

Support Needed as Gertie Goes into Retirement
mAGpie have recently been contacted by Libraries Unlimited to ask for our Village’s
support in getting a new mobile library on the road bringing books and a lifeline to 80
rural communities in the South Hams and West Devon.
The appeal comes as
the current mobile
library, known
affectionately as
Gertie, goes into
retirement. This van
has given 14 years’
service to
communities such as
ours, but is sadly
becoming more and
more difficult to keep
on the road.

An Appeal from Kingsbridge Foodbank
Foodbank has been working hard in preparation for the second lockdown.
K ingsbridge
Referrals for new clients are already rolling in daily.

We are fundraising to be able to keep up with demand, but we also need to think about the
future and how we can continue to help our community, securely and sustainably. To do this,
we need to find permanent premises.
We're therefore starting a campaign to encourage people to make a standing order, so we can
establish an assured monthly income. In that way, any additional income we can raise through
grants etc can be invested in securing permanent premises.
Meanwhile, Christmas is not far away and we are preparing gift boxes for children and acquiring
gifts for adults. We also want to provide extra meals for children entitled to free school meals
during the Christmas holidays, so that no child goes hungry.
To make a standing order, our bank details are:
Account name: Kingsbridge Area Foodbank
Account number: 1792 8860
Sort code: 77-09-24
Alternatively, cheques can be sent to the same address as given below.
Food donations can be given at Tesco and Morrisons collection bins.
New gifts for children and adults for Christmas can be taken to The Avon Centre, Wallingford
Road, Kingsbridge, TQ7 1ND - please call beforehand on 07759 683567 to arrange
delivery in order that we can all stay Covid safe!
Thank you for your support. Your generosity will help us to help our community through this
crisis.

Libraries Unlimited has now found a second-hand van to replace Gertie. Purchased
from eBay thanks to a £15000 grant from Devon County Council, at only a tenth of the
cost of a brand new machine, and with only 29000 miles on the clock, it will bring
improved reliability and years of service to its mission of serving communities.
However, this new van is currently geared inside and out for under fives and needs to
be renovated to meet the purpose of providing mobile book lending services. Libraries
Unlimited is therefore looking to fundraise a further £15000 to help get this new van
on the road.
Donations will be used to remove existing internal lockers, furniture and shelving aimed

Find the Christmas Sheep!
Between 19-21st December St. Andrew’s Church is organising a trail for the beginning of
the school holidays. About 40 small, knitted sheep, with names,
will appear in windows around Aveton Gifford and you will have
to find out which sheep lives in which house.
Forms to enter the competition will be available through the
School, Preschool and Shop nearer the time.
If you would like to have a sheep in your window, please let
Caroline Barker know. cbprints@btinternet.com You will just
have to choose a name for your sheep and display it in your
window for the 3 days.

at babies and under fives; reinforce the walls; source and fit new shelving systems;
adapt the seating, replace the floor covering and carry out a general re-paint.
Last year every week Gertie carried 2000 books to rural communities with, over the
year, 11368 books borrowed by people, young and old. The new van will allow this vital
service to continue but, like her predecessor, it will be much more than a book delivery
van. The mobile library will continue to provide an educational, social, wellbeing and
cultural service.
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Keep up to date with our facebook page: www.facebook.com/AvetonGifford

Soap Snippets
Legend has it that soap was first discovered on Sapo Hill in Rome when a group of
Roman women washed their clothes in the River Tiber at the base of a hill below which
animal fats from sacrifices ran down into the river and created a soapy clay mixture.
The women noticed that if they washed their clothes there after heavy rain their clothes
were much cleaner. Since that time we know soap as soap ..... It’s a good story, but
evidence has never been found for the legendary Sapo Hill !

Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk
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Thank Heavens for Modern Medicine!
ur own nurses, doctors, health care workers, physios, paramedics, dentists, counsellors,
O
social and medical support workers have been challenged even more in the last few weeks,
and we can only thank them all once again for everything that they are still doing to look after

us with all of our varied health conditions. The advances in modern medicine, especially during
this last year, are truly amazing, and the dedication of hospital staff and research teams in the
UK and elsewhere to find effective new treatments and vaccinations and to accurately plot the
course of this Covid-19 strain is beginning to pay off.
Thankfully, things have moved on a lot since the introduction of drug treatments that don’t
actually poison you, and from the benefits of clean water and public sanitation. If we’d been
here in the 1500’s, you might have gone for one of these …

The English Diarist, John Evelyn, with a Pomander

A Pomander good to preserve the bearers
thereof from the Plague
Take the quantity if a good Aple of yeollowe
waxe, a good spoonefull of tarre and 5 or 6
spoonefulles of good wine Vinegar. Boyle these
togeather, and then putt thereto so much of the
powder of wormewoode as will make it very
thicke, and well it is well stirred togeather take it
of the fyer and when it is colde make it upp in
Balles, and make an foole throughe one of them
and with a stringe weare it about your neck in
tyme of sicknesse, and by Gods grace it will
preserve you from infection. Also a pease of the
roote of Angelica or a peese of the pyll of a
Lemmon or Orange or a Leafe of Sorrell, any of
these beynge caried in your mouthe and chewed
a Litle is very good against the infection.
From the collection of recipes of Anne Dacre,
Countess of Arundel (1557-1638), a noted
medical practitioner and herbalist.

It’s worth pointing out here that the inclusion of wormwood in this pomander might not have
been such a good idea. Although it was used in many countries for centuries as a herbal
medicine treating a huge range of conditions, more recent research has shown it to have
potential neurotoxic effects. It’s one of the ingredients of absinthe, which is still banned in
many countries, and can also cause dermatitis, convulsions and, worst case scenario, renal
failure. So, it was probably not good advice to dabble in those ingredients, or even hang them
round your neck!

Parish Puzzlers

By
Pippa Unwin

What happened (and didn’t happen) in 2020
Answers on page 10

Across:
1. International Sports
Event that didn’t happen in
Japan (8)
5. Earth movements,
recently in Puerto Rico and
Turkey (6)
8. Q-…. Far right
conspiracy theory (4)
9. Isolation period imposed
to prevent spread of
disease (10)
11. We’ve been learning to
… our hair when we can’t
get to a hairdresser (3)
12. We’ve getting on our
bikes to do this around the
countryside (5)
13. We’ve speedily taken to
this video conference
programme (4)
15. Furry, purry pet (3)
17. We’ve been digging up
this area on our allotments
(4)
20. Open air cinema
events that we motored to
this year (5,2,6)
22. 3D cinema that we
haven’t been to for a while
(4)
23. Tiny but essential part of an email address (3)
24. Form of Distancing, when we stay 2m away
from each other (5)
25. We’re not going out, but we are staying
popular! (2)
27. It sounds like time is passing on this Chinese
Media platform (6)
29. US President-Elect (5)
32. Andy Burnham holds this post in Manchester
(5)
33. In Lockdown, we were really able to enjoy this
– wildlife, flora, fauna and the environment (6)
Down:
2. Some people have felt like this during
Lockdown – isolated, alone, forlorn(6)
3. We’ve all been worrying about our health, both
physical and …… (6)
4. ‘Hands, Face, ….’ official Government advice
(5)
5.Quasi-Autonomous Non-Governmental
Organisation, e.g.Public Health England (5)
6. We’ve taken up new hobbies: perhaps breeding
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these decorative Carp? (3)
7. Losing this sense is a Coronavirus symptom (5)
9. That has been proven – quod erat
demonstrandum (3)
10. Lame-Duck US President? (5)
12. Centenarian Charity Fundraiser (7,3)
14. DIY – baking, sewing, fixing, creating things
ourselves (8)
15. Coronavirus: …….-19 (5)
16. 10 down’s favourite social media networking
service (7)
18. Withdrawal of the UK from the EU (6)
19. To entertain, pass the time in an enjoyable way
(5)
21. Good news for 2021? A biological preparation
that provides active acquired immunity to a
particular infectious disease (7)
26. We might have started watching this to pass
the time – dark, cynical crime film genre (4)
28. Vital answer to the way in (3)
30. British public healthcare system (3)
31. We’ve all had to join this Crowd! (2)

Keep up to date with our facebook page: www.facebook.com/AvetonGifford

Lockdown 2: The Second Wave Goodbye - This
Time it’s Cold by Kate Kreke
s I write this, the second instalment of
A
the Lockdown franchise is coming to the
UK. Due out tomorrow, Lockdown 2 is the

much-anticipated sequel to The Lockdown,
which took England by storm last Spring.
Each country has had varying degrees of
success with their own take on the Chinese
original. New Zealand’s Lockdown was so
beloved and embraced - and had such a
great ending - that a sequel would be hard to
pull off. The United States, on the other
hand, with all of the resources and talent
available, would you think have blown the
other franchises out of the water. Instead,
they chose to focus all their energy on the
farcical horror that is The Election; their
Lockdown franchise for the most part was a
major flop, going to prove once again that a
US remake often isn’t as good as the
original, especially when they don’t get the
cultural nuances and the themes aren’t
celebrating individualism and self-reliance.
What to expect, then, from England’s take
on The Lockdown 2: (In a socially distanced
space no one can hear you scream) ? Some
experts believe that it should have come out
earlier, while some, who are in no way
experts, believe it shouldn’t happen at all.
You could tell that the makers of the second
Lockdown were unsure where to go with this
one as there was a delayed release date
while they made last-minute cuts and edits.
Maybe they didn’t want a repeat of the first
Lockdown where they had a good strong
opening narrative that was totally
undermined by one weak character with an
ill-conceived plot line until all the strands fell
apart.
Lockdown 2 is promising to have a shorter
running time than the first. I can’t say if this
will help or hinder. Will it allow time to build
up the angst or peace-finding that the first
one did? I can say that a big change this time
is that this Lockdown is for adults only. Kids
will not enjoy Lockdown 2 for gone are the
rainbows and teddy bears. We have to ask
ourselves, will this Lockdown be as
efficacious without the children’s subplot?
The children were a huge part of the first
Lockdown. However it does mean that we
now have a new hero joining the ranks of the
elite fighting squad for up there with the
Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk

medical professionals are … the teachers.
While it is refreshing to subvert the teacher
character from the usual tropes of being an
authoritarian or an inspiring, bookish scholar,
I don’t think it right to reframe them as
soldiers. I had this problem with Lockdown 1
when they took doctors and nurses - care
providers - and made them into combatants.
When we use the language of fighting –
front-lines – this makes people feel okay
with the idea of sacrifices; of lives lost in
‘glory’... when really the makers of the UK

Lockdown should have done better, planned
more, focused earlier on plotting and
strategy and not become distracted by the
money, or getting their friends to play key
parts. They should have concentrated on
what is important: lives. If my business fails, I
can try again; we can’t say that about
breathing.
In terms of the people who look after us –
the teachers, the health care workers, food
providers, and countless others – it's not a
well-thought-out scenario if we abandon
them. The current UK trends seem to be
‘America-Lite’: while we’ve had an alright
Lockdown franchise compared to them,
when it’s the UK’s turn for a remake of The
Election, maybe we should think about how
much better The Lockdown fared in some
other countries and the kind of people
making it work there; makers who really care
about the feel-good outcome for all of their
characters.
The mAGpie | 7

Deer Wood Diaries
By Lisa Pugh & Marc Biddle

Autumn 2020 - Mid-Autumn Musings on Marc’s
full circle journey
ack in the summer of 1983, like all 15/16
“B
year olds, I couldn’t wait for the end of
term and for the summer holidays to start. I

used to spend the entire holiday, not stuck in
front of the telly, but out and about in the
countryside. My mum would hardly ever see
me. It would usually be getting dark, or even
be after dark, by the time I eventually came
home scratched, dirty and smiling,
adventured up and ravenously hungry for my
dinner.
“One of my favourite places to go was up
behind our house, where there was an
expanse of woodland on top of a hill. There
were some tall Scots Pines with a rookery up
there. I used to go and make tree houses and
dens, or just climb trees – I was very good at
climbing trees (which came in useful many
years later, in my 30’s, when I did a stint as a
tree surgeon).
“One summer, I must have been 16 or 17
years old, I remember going up to the woods,
exploring. I went right to the end, which was
a few miles away, coming out behind an old
manor that was owned by the University of
Southampton, with right behind it an
extensive nursery. Rows and rows of trees,
thousands of them, closely planted in neat
lines in the ground. It fascinated me,
captured my imagination, and I would often
make my way over to watch what went on,
which wasn’t very much but occasionally,
from the safety line of the woods, I’d see
people working. I got braver as time went by
and I used to go out into the nursery and
walk down the rows of trees when no one
was about to get a better look at what was
going on. Most of the trees were growing in
the ground and some were in pots, and there
must have been 3 or 4 acres, at least. What
was this place with thousands of trees tightly
planted close together ? I knew it must be
some kind of big commercial nursery and
many of them were native species; still it
puzzled me – how would they dig them up?
Could you dig them up? I loved trees even
back then, I knew instinctively how vital they
were to the well being of the land. I had
always had a close relationship with trees
8 | The mAGpie

from when I was very young, climbing just
about any that I could, so naturally I was very
interested to see this aspect of a tree’s life –
the beginning.

“One time I noticed a van arriving down the
gravel track in the distance, at the far end of
the long rows, then several more arrived,
they all had an HCC logo on them. Putting 2
& 2 together (ever the deductive teenager
with well-practised powers of observation) I
realised that this must be a council run
nursery. I had seen these vans out and about
with gangs of tree surgeons or tree planting
teams at work on the roadsides. It dawned
on me that this place must be where all
those trees came from.
“I remember one day the tractor driver was
there with what looked like this funny plough
thing, but it was actually a big blade. I
watched him carefully bring the blade right
underneath the trees as he drove along the
rows - he was undercutting the tree roots,
loosening them. So this was how they
prevented the trees getting too deeply
rooted.
“Even later, when I finished 6th form, my
fascination with trees never dwindled
despite my ever-increasingly complex social
life. As a teenager growing up in the 80s with

Keep up to date with our facebook page: www.facebook.com/AvetonGifford

Margaret Thatcher, the Tories in power and
Poll Tax looming, like many of the youth back
then for a few years I felt quite despondent;
the world seemed to be heading towards a
nuclear catastrophe or dystopian societal
collapse. I realise now that I was however
fortunate, unlike many of my peers - I had
discovered a lifeline, I had a secret, a way
that meant I could get away from all that:
Nature, the woods and wild places. I would
escape from the heaviness of society’s
follies by jumping on my bike and go off to
bivouac for summer nights on my own, or
with a friend, out in the depths of the New
Forest. I lived in two worlds: the social side, a
politically motivated youth with all the
trimmings of fun, friends, parties, bands and
counter-culture; and the other, a loner called
by the wild power of Nature. For many years
I felt torn, confused about life and society that we abused the planet, we abused
Nature, we abused each other and we even
abuse ourselves. I could see that it was all
about greed and take, and not about our
connectedness to the natural world. Even at
that young age I saw that, I got it; but I just
didn’t know what to do about it! Like so many
young people then (and still today, now) I
felt powerless. I realise today though that it
was because I continued to connect to
Nature throughout my childhood and
adolescent years that, bit by bit, I became
fired by a passion for the natural
environment and wildlife. It slowly became
apparent to my teenage mind that I needed
to have a purpose, a big and serious, life
affirming, purpose (or was it more like the
purpose needed to have me?)
“In 1986, like a seed germinating in my head,
a very simple notion grew in my mind,
inspired by one simple fact – there aren’t
enough trees in the world. Wildlife needs
wild habitat and that needs to be restored
wherever we can. Trees are being cut down
far faster than they can be grown. Trees,
woodland, wilderness - their importance was
massively overlooked at that time and I
wanted to address that problem in the only
way I could see how, PLANTING TREES.
“I started to see how things could go for me
and from that a spark of enthusiasm was
ignited in my young heart. What if I could
learn how to germinate, grow and plant
trees? I read everything I could find about
arboriculture. I knew that wasn’t enough,
what I needed was experience! I decided to
Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk

pluck up courage and approach the workers
at Chilworth Nursery. One day I approached
the tractor driver, who was initially quite
suspicious of a teenager approaching him
from the woods. Quickly though he realised
that I was no threat. He stopped what he was
doing and walked me down to the site office
where he introduced me to the manager,
Dave. To cut a long story short, Dave was
touched by my boundless enthusiasm and
youthful eagerness to learn (he candidly told
me he wished that I was not the only person
who had ever shown the same passion for
trees that he had). He let me volunteer
there, to learn. He was a good teacher and I
was like a sponge. I learned that he was soon
to retire and so, despite my slightly unusual
punky appearance, he took me under his
wing and was very glad to impart his wealth
of horticultural trade knowledge to me. I
went out with them collecting seeds,
preparing them, stratifying etc. I learnt so
much from Dave and I was as grateful to
learn as he was to pass on a lifetime of
knowledge. After 6 months I was given a job,
no interview required - my first proper job at
age 17.

“Then, in my 20s, I took this knowledge and
left the UK for 10 years to work as a
continued on page 10
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continued from page 9

horticulturalist, tree planter and landscaper
throughout South East Asia and Australia. It
was during this time that I knuckled down
and got myself appropriately qualified, in
Australia, before eventually returning and
landing a great job at The Eden Project, in
1998.
“So, why Full Circle? Back in the 70’s, before
my family ever moved to Hampshire, I grew
up as a bit of a wild child living in Dartington.
Where better to come back to and continue
a life’s work than in this amazing diverse
habitat – growing native trees?”
We would like to thank Devon Wildlife Trust
for doing such a fantastic job of getting the
word out to all their South Devon groups this year we have sold all our bigger trees
and are delighted that they are going out
into the wider community to be a part of new
woodlands and to increase existing
woodland edges.
If you wish to be a part of The Deer Wood
Trust and are interested in volunteering
please e-mail us at the usual address :
thedeerwoodtrust@gmail.com

2021 Calendars
12 Paintings by John
Ashton
Wildlife Artist
Available from The Village
Shop
or by mail order
Tel: 01548 550740
Email:
john@artashton.co.uk

Soap Snippets
Exactly when soap came to Britain isn’t known, although we probably learnt the art of
soapmaking from the Gauls. In the Middle Ages, artisans worked independently at
crafts like dyeing and soapmaking, and secret recipes concocted by trial and error were
handed down from master to apprentice, and from father to son (perhaps even mother
to daughter, Ed.) Soap was largely developed for use in the cloth industry to prepare
wool for dyeing and not for personal hygiene and, by the 13th century, soapmaking in
Britain became centred in large towns like Bristol, Coventry and London, with each
making its own variety. Large areas of British woodland were destroyed to meet the
growing demand for wood ashes to make the lye, causing a country-wide shortage of
winter fuel.

2020 Crossword Answers
Across: 1. Olympics, 5. Quakes, 8. Anon,
9. Quarantine, 11. Dye, 12. Cycle, 13. Zoom,
15. Cat, 17. Plot, 20. Drive-in movies,
22. Imax, 23. Dot, 24. Social, 25. In,
27. Tiktok, 29. Biden, 32. Mayor,
33. Nature
Down: 2. Lonely, 3. Mental, 4. Space,
5. Quango, 6. Koi, 7. Smell, 9. QED,
10. Trump, 12. Captain Tom,
14. Homemade, 15. Covid, 16. Twitter,
18. Brexit, 19. Amuse, 21. Vaccine,
26. Noir, 28. Key. 30. NHS, 31. IT
10 | The mAGpie
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Devon Charity Helping Households Reduce
their Fuel Bills

ith many households set to spend more time than ever at home over the coming months,
W
a Devon charity has launched a programme of support to help people save money on
heating their homes, support that includes energy saving advice and discounts on heating oil.
Devon Communities Together is offering free online energy saving events and one-to-one
personalised advice as part of the Big Energy Saving Network 2020. Each year the charity
engages with people all over Devon to help reduce fuel poverty in the county and this autumn/
winter this advice looks set to be more important than ever.
“The Coronavirus pandemic will undoubtedly have huge implications for Devon’s already high
rate of fuel poverty,” explained Dr Louise MacAllister, Project Manager at Devon Communities
Together. “As we head into the colder months and, with more people working from home, selfisolating and generally needing to stay inside more, homes will need more heating and
household budgets may well be more stretched than ever. We’d encourage anybody who would
like to save energy and money over the coming months to join our events or book an
appointment with our Energy Champions. All the advice is completely free and in the past
we’ve been able to help people save hundreds of pounds, support people to clear energy debt
and even signpost people to support with related issues such as housing.”
People who want to understand more about switching suppliers, conserving energy or
managing energy debt are invited to participate in digital events. The webinars are completely
free and attendees have plenty of opportunity to ask questions of Devon Communities
Together’s specially trained Energy Champions, Aggie and Martin. Bookings can be made via
Eventbrite at www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/energy-saving-advice-that-can-help-bringdown-the-energy-costs-of-household-tickets-122044236597
If people would prefer to talk to Aggie or Martin on a one-to-one basis, appointments can be
booked by calling 01392 248919 or emailing info@devoncommunities.org.uk.
Taking into account the fact that around 50% of homes in rural Devon are ‘off-gas’, Devon
Communities Together is also supporting those households that rely on heating oil to reduce
their bills. The charity runs the Devon Oil Collective which allows members to take advantage
of group-buying discounts without having to shop around. Through its partner AF Affinity,
Devon Oil Collective negotiates discounted rates on heating oil for members, meaning that
homes from Widecombe to Woolacombe all pay the same reduced price for their heating oil
and have just one point of contact to deal with.
There is no fixed membership fee to join Devon Oil Collective. Instead, there is a small charge
of 1p per litre of oil ordered, which helps fund the work that Devon Communities Together does
throughout the county, including helping to reduce fuel poverty.
“The reality of the ‘rural idyll’ in a Devon winter is that many homes are expensive to heat and
may be poorly insulated,” added Dr MacAllister. “Devon Oil Collective helps those homes that
have no choice but to rely on heating oil to save money, all the while helping to raise money for
a charity that helps so many people across Devon.”
To join Devon Oil Collective, visit www.devoncommunities.org.uk/services/devon-oilcollective, call 01392 248919 or email info@devoncommunities.org.uk.

Soap Snippets
Soaps require three ingredients to become soap: oil (animal or vegetable oil, not
petroleum-based), water and lye (sodium hydroxide - a caustic alkali). These three
ingredients mixed together combine and chemically change into soap - a process called
"saponification".

Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk
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School Report

Busy, Busy, Busy!

t Aveton Gifford Primary
A
School we have enjoyed a
busy first half term! Our Year 6

Soap Snippets
By the Middle Ages, new vegetable-oil-based soaps, which were hailed for their
mildness and purity and smelled good, had come into use as luxury items among
Europe’s most privileged classes. The first of these, Aleppo soap, a green, olive-oil-based
bar soap infused with aromatic laurel oil, was produced in Syria and brought to Europe
by Christian crusaders and traders.
In 1789, Cornish barber Andrew Pears opened premises in a fashionable area of
London for the manufacture and sale of rouges, powders, and other preparations used
by the rich to cover up the damage caused by the harsh soaps of the time. The upper
classes associated tanned faces with the lower orders who worked outdoors and Pears
was one of the first to recognise the business potential of a purer, gentler soap that
would be kinder to their stylish but delicate alabaster complexions! The manufacturing
process Pears perfected using purer ingredients and with a delicate perfume of flowers
remains largely unchanged to this day.

students enjoyed a great day
learning to surf with the
Discovery Surf School at
Bigbury. Some of our students
surf already, so this provided
them with an opportunity to
improve their skills, but for
many this was their first
experience having a go at
surfing.
The
day
was
thoroughly enjoyed by all!
You may have noticed around
the Village some ’20 is Plenty’
signs. These signs were
designed by students during
the summer term and we are
very proud to have their work
displayed around the Village. Hopefully it will all add to our safety.
Families within the AG Primary community were very busy collecting items for Kingsbridge
Food Bank, as part of our Harvest Festival celebrations this year. We were very proud to be able
to donate a brilliant 118 items on behalf of the School.
As a whole School, we are busy raising funds to
purchase some more Chromebooks (type of basic
laptop computer, Ed) for the pupils. Our aim is to have a
class set of 30 ! So far, our generous parents have
donated £330 towards this. Elsewhere, we have also
held a multi-coloured mufti day which raised £163.60.
We are also taking part in a project called Xmas 4
Schools, which gives children the opportunity to have
their artwork printed on items for Christmas, such as
cards. For every item which families purchase through
this programme, the School will earn back £1. All of this
will go towards our Chromebook fund.
Recently, we have announced our 2020-2021 Academic
Year Pupil Leadership Team. This includes our two new
Head Girls, Rosie and Roxie (see photograph). We have
also named Captains and Vice Captains for each of our
Houses, a Sports Council, a Student Council and
Librarians. Good luck to all pupils in their new roles!
A big thank you to all members of the Community for
their continued support to our School from all at AG
School.
Alice Giles, School Administrator, Tel 01548 550262; Email admin@avetongifford.devon.sch.uk;
website: www.avetongiffordprimary.co.uk.

Looking forward to Christmas

01548 550284

hat to say, except to express relief that Athenia’s tooth problem
W
has abated, that Mark’s chest infection did not prove more
serious (though serious enough) and that Ray has also come through

his recent health afflictions. Just Chris and Libby to carry things
through, but they’ve done a sterling job !
During the November Lockdown the Fisherman’s has been doing ‘Take Away Fridays’
between 5 and 7.30 and a ‘Sunday Lunch Takeaway’ between 12 and 2 on, er, Sundays. Both
should be pre-booked please. This will probably continue after the Lockdown, but please
check the Fisherman’s Facebook page for developments after this issue has gone to press.
Due to current (as at November 15) COVID guidelines Christmas opportunities are not all Our
Hosts would ideally want but you can be sure they will do their utmost and adapt to whatever
is allowed at the time to give you fun, festivities and an overall really good experience.
In the run-up to Christmas lunches will be provided 12-2pm (booking essential) for tables of
no more than 6 at £25 for 3 courses plus a coffee.
On Christmas Eve there will be a curry night 6.30-8.30 pm with meals served to the table
(maximum of 6 people) and a silent quiz (space very limited) - price £13 per head (take away
also available at £12).
Christmas Day will see a very festive and happy occasion with a starter followed by sorbet,
main course and a dessert plus coffee at £60 per head. From 12.30 pm, booking essential,
with a maximum of 6 per table.
Boxing Day will offer a 2 course menu (If you’ve got room for more you obviously fell asleep
the day before) between 6.30 and 8.30 at £12 per head.
New Years Eve will provide further celebrations as we kick 2020 into touch - bookings only,
£30 per person. Evening will run from 7pm until such time as Boris says we have to stop.
For all events please note that, with physical distancing requirements, space will be very
limited, although Athenia and Mark will endeavour to accommodate as many as they safely
can. Bookings will always take priority (first come, first served) and tables/parties will be
limited to 6. 10pm curfew unless and until the Government allows otherwise.
Menus and other details are available on request via 01548 550284 or via the Facebook page
(thank you, Libby).
Government guidelines as they are issued may of course influence what is possible, but be
assured that the Fisherman’s staff will be doing all they possibly can to ensure that you have a
really good time.
… and remember TRADE LOCAL to save our services.

Aveton
Gifford

Fisherman’s Rest

Allotment
Association

Escape!
ovember has arrived and it is almost the end of another allotment year. The weather has
N
been all over the place and we have had a few successes and a few failures. We have also,
as always, learnt a lot of lessons for next year.
Once again, I cannot say how grateful we all were that we had our plots to attend to during the
first, and now the second, lockdown. Hopefully next year all of this will be behind us and we can
just get on and garden.
At the present time all plots are occupied. However, as always, a waiting list will be in operation
for anybody wishing to have an allotment. We have a new Members’ Secretary who will be
overseeing this so, if you wish to put your name down, please contact Richard Cole at
Richard.Cole2@networkrail.co.uk.
Wishing everybody a Happy and Peaceful Christmas, Jackie

Christmas Window 2020 Reminder
As advised in the last issue of mAGpie, the week before Christmas (21-23 December)
will see AG’s traditional Christmas Window Display with a competition to judge the
best decorated window. The winner will receive a wonderful 15½ inch diameter Delft
plate with a Dutch winter scene.
This year’s competition, sponsored as before by Maggie Skeates, will however be the
last such event.
So, let’s make it a really special occasion !

Kingsbridge Jazz Club
Louise Wainwright advises that KJC will not be having any more events this year unless
the situation changes dramatically, in which case she will contact members directly and
post information on social media. She appreciates how difficult it is for people to cope
with all this and, knowing that music helps, will be doing what she can as soon as it’s
possible.
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Keep up to date with our facebook page: www.facebook.com/AvetonGifford

Soap Snippets
In 1853, Gladstone repealed the British tax on soap that had been imposed centuries
earlier and the industry flourished. It was made even more profitable by Nobel’s
invention of dynamite in the same year: dynamite was made from the explosive
nitroglycerine, a chemical derived from glycerine, hitherto a waste product from
soapmaking.

Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk
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Nature Notes

The Minister’s
Review

By
Rodney Bone

by Rev’d
Matt Rowland

Numbers of Mute Swans Wintering and
Breeding on the Avon Estuary 2010 - 2020

Although some Mute Swans spend the whole year on the Estuary, their numbers increase
during autumn when birds arrive, mainly from Slapton Ley, Beesands Ley and the Kingsbridge
Estuary. Occasionally birds arrive from much further away, as can be traced by reading the ring
numbers on their legs. Birds have indeed been recorded from the Tamar and Exe Estuaries and
the Swan reserve at Abbotsbury, while one had come from as far away as Northumberland. The
oldest bird was one found dead which was 18 years old.
Year

Maximum
count (month)

Pairs breeding

Cygnets

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

32 (Dec)
41 (Dec)
50 (Dec)
58 (Dec)
135 (Dec) **
63 (Nov)
84 (Oct)
61 (Aug)
78 (Dec)
75 (Jan)
65 (Oct)

2
3
2
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
2

8
3
0
8
7
0
0
0
1
9
0

Number
reaching flying
stage
2
0
0
2
5
0
0
0
1
4
0

** The exceptionally high count in 2014 was due to ‘Swan Man’ feeding and keeping his eyes on
the birds, both day and night.
Most of the nests fail from being washed away by high tides. Birds nesting towards and above
the Weir are more successful.

Autumn Highlights, with Eric Wotton
4 Sep: 1 Glossy Ibis
6 Sep: 20 Dunlin, SEM
20 Sep: 420 Canada Geese, SEM
23 Sep: 21 Little Egrets, SEM
25 Sep: First 21 Wigeon of autumn
8 Oct: Last 5 Swallows
13 Oct to at least 9 Nov: 1 Lesser Yellow
Legs, SEM
17 Oct: 2 Lapwing, SEM
18 Oct: 65 Mute Swan
19 Oct: 1 Cetti’s Warbler, Marsh by Weir

20 Oct: 4 Mediterranean Gulls, SEM
25 Oct: 16 Redshanks, SEM
1 Nov: 6 Greenshank, SEM
3 Nov: 6 Black-tailed Godwit, SEM
3 Nov: 150 Teal, SEM
5 Nov: 1 Green Sandpiper, SEM
5 Nov: First 12 Fieldfares of autumn
6 Nov: A flock of over 350 Wood Pigeons
flying over SEM
6 Nov: First 6 Redwings of autumn
8 Nov: 5 Lapwing flying over SEM
SEM = South Efford Marsh
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Christmas with a Difference
his year’s Christmas will be the
Tbubbles,
Christmas we didn’t expect ! Social
no office parties, online

nativities, smaller turkeys and fewer
chairs around the dining room table.
Over the summer we all pulled together
to look out for one another, which
makes me confident that our
community will be able to do it again
over this Christmas season.
The first Christmas was also full of
unexpected events: from the way Jesus
came – a manger instead of a throne; to
who He really is – God become man; to
the first visitors –
shepherds not
dignitaries; the life that would follow,
and how we are called to respond –
receiving His gift, not earning His
approval. It was all so unexpected.
My prayer for our parish is that the
unexpected nature of this Christmas will
help us see the first Christmas.
Depending on what the restrictions are,
we may be allowed to meet but some of
our normal Christmas services will look
a little different. You may find you have
to reserve a space for some services.
Instead of Christingle services we are
hoping to have a Christingle treasure
hunt in Modbury (but keep a look-out
for any updates on this as it will depend
on the prevailing regulations). Our
website will give you all the details:
www.modburyteam.org.
On the 20th of December we will be
releasing on our website an online carol
service for us all to enjoy together.
Perhaps watch it with your family or in
your bubble or, if we are allowed within
the law, invite the person from down the
street who doesn’t have the internet to
Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk

watch along with a mince pie or two?
With every blessing for this unexpected
Christmas !

Church Diary
December
Sun 6th

11.00 am Sunday Worship

Sun 13th 11.00 am Holy Communion
Sun 20th 11.00 am Sunday Worship
Thurs
24th

9.30 pm Christmas Eve
Holy Communion
(Please book seat see below)
Fri 25th 11.00 am Christmas Day
Worship (please
book online)
Sun 27th 9.30 am Team Communion
Service, St.
Andrew’s, AG
(please book seat)
January

Sun 1st
Sun 8th

11.00 am Sunday Worship
11.00 am Remembrance (see
below)
Sun 15th 11.00 am Holy Communion
Sun
11.00 am Sunday Worship
22nd
Sun 29th
Service to be
advised
For the services indicated, please book
a seat online at www.modburyteam.org
Services are subject to Covid-19
restrictions, please see notices online
(as above) or on the church
noticeboard
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mAGpie Advert Rates
Advertising is welcome in support of our
Parish magazine, which is published bimonthly and distributed free of charge
to every house in the Parish, as well as
through the Fisherman’s Rest, the
Village Shop and St Andrews Church circulation >450.
Advertisers are kindly requested to
supply their own ‘copy’ in electronic
form. Please contact David Stevens
[davidc_stevens@yahoo.co.uk] for more
information.
Rates from 1 January 2019 - £
Size
AG Parish
NonResident
resident
Whole page
159
216
Half page
79.50
108
Quarter
52.50
66
page
Eighth of
37.50
52.50
page

www.turkeysfromdevon.co.uk
Bronze free-range turkeys
Locally reared to high welfare standards
for a superior flavour
Order online or phone the Walters family
(01548) 810259
Other meats available to order
Potatoes now available from Whympston Farm,
Modbury and Scobbiscombe Farm, Kingston
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Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk
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MARTIN MOWS
MARTIN FLEETWOOD
Need a lift to a medical appointment?

MOWING – STRIMMING
HEDGECUTTING

Call Modbury Health Centre on 01548 830666

GARDEN MAINTENANCE

Call Sheila on 07554997140 or email
modburycaring@gmail.com

POND MAINTENANCE

We are there for you, covering Modbury, and the
outlying villages. We need you too!!!

Professional Friendly Reliable

Need a friend for support and companionship?

No lawn too large or small

Could you give your time to someone who
needs support and companionship or use your
car to provide lifts?

Over 35 years experience
managing estates

Why not volunteer to be a befriender (call
07554997140) or a driver (call Michael on
01548810520)

Please call to discuss your
requirements

Our help is free but we do need funding

07771892916 – 01752 896298
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Why not join the Friends of Modbury Caring
and help us?
Application forms available in the Health Centre

Keep up to date with our facebook page: www.facebook.com/AvetonGifford

Visit our village website at www.aveton-gifford.co.uk
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Talking Shop
with Special Reporter Brad Gerrard
Don’t forget to stock up on Christmas goodies from the Shop,
which is starting to gear up for Christmas.
Various treats that would make brilliant Christmas presents are already in stock and
customers are encouraged to keep an eye out for more as they come in.
A swift reconnaissance in mid-November revealed everything from Christmas cards to
selection packs of sweets, to a wide choice of wines, cider and fruit juices; more biscuits and
cakes than you could shake a stick at (fruit cakes from Dundee to Genoa, with several
unplaced varieties in-between); mince pies (standard, deep-fill brandy, pies with a star on
the top) …
Please be aware that demand for the Post Office may spike earlier than during a normal
run-up to Christmas, with many people starting to shop early and wanting to send gifts to
relatives and friends in good time.
Therefore, if you can use the Post Office outside of peak times, it may be advisable to do
so. This is especially the case as only 3 people are allowed into the Shop at any one time and
this is likely to be the case for some time yet.
Just as a reminder, Royal Mail’s latest recommended 2020 posting dates for delivery in the
UK are Friday December 18th for second class mail, Monday 21st for first class and
Wednesday 23rd for special delivery. The dates for International Economy (formerly called
Surface Mail) have all passed, but those for International Standard (formerly Airmail) range
from the 4th for Australia and New Zealand to 16th for Belgium, France and Ireland (full
details from the PO). To receive a (free) letter from Father Christmas you need to send him
a letter by December 11th.
Please note that, due to the fall of public holidays, the PO will be closed from 25th until 28th
inclusive. Shop hours over the same period are not certain at the time of writing; please
check under ‘Amenities’ on the AG website, or nearer the time on the Shop door.
It’s also worth noting that the opening hours for the Shop have changed. The Shop will now
be open from 9am-4:30pm on Monday-Friday, as will the Post Office.
On Saturdays, both the Shop and Post Office will be open from 9am-1pm, but on Sundays
the Shop only will be open during those same hours.
Please continue to use the Shop as often as you can, as it is a local business that also
supports other local businesses.

Normal Opening Hours:
Shop: Monday to Friday: 9am - 4.30pm
Saturday and Sunday: 9am-1pm
Post Office counter: Monday to Friday: 9am - 4.30pm (parcels before 3pm)
Saturday: 9am-1pm
Sunday: Closed
Contact: Tel 01548 550996
Aveton Gifford Village Shop, Fore Street, Aveton Gifford, TQ7 4LL
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